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CONTENTSince IHH Humanitarian Relief Foundation was established in 1992, we have continued to operate with 
the aim of delivering humanitarian aid to people who are struck by disaster and hardships due to causes 
such as war, natural disasters and to those who are the victims of oppression, and preventing the violation 
of their basic human rights.

While conducting these efforts in humanitarian aid, human rights and human diplomacy, IHH gives 
priority to developing cooperation, solidarity and the sense of brotherhood in Turkey and all over the 
world, and also introduces various social and cultural projects aimed at achieving this. IHH assumes the 
duty of a pioneer and role model in the development of non-governmental organizations that operate 
in regions experiencing hardship and victimization. In addition to emergency aid, IHH also constructs 
permanent works including schools, orphanages, mosques, water wells, cultural centers, health clinics and 
hospitals to serve the people in these regions and contribute to the development of the countries. IHH also 
acts as a mediator in solving issues using humanitarian diplomacy in all regions where people are victi-
mized and international diplomacy is inadequate.

In 2007, IHH Humanitarian Relief Foundation, that was granted the Award of Outstanding Service 
by the Turkish Parliament, was also issued tax exemption on decision of the Council of Ministers dated 
04-04-2011 issue No 2011/1799 and granted the status of a charitable foundation that works for the be-
nefit of the public.

IHH Humanitarian Relief Foundation, that holds the United Nations Economic and Social Council 
(ECOSOC) and Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) membership of a consultant status, Orga-
nization of Islamic Cooperation Humanitarian Funds (OICHF) councillorship; is also a member of the 
Humanitarian Forum (THF), International Council of Voluntary Agencies (ICVA), Turkey Voluntary 
Agencies (TGTV) and the Union of NGOs of the Islamic World (IDSP).
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We employed 520 staff members 
in the headquarters, agencies, 
local and international offices.

2017

2016

2015

2014

1.423 IHH officials travelled from Turkey 
to execute projects and supervise 
existing projects.

We carried out activities in 
76 Countries.

Collective activities were carried 
out with 118 partner and 71 charity 
organizations worldwide.

1.292 projects materialized in 
76 Countries.

158.075.729 US Dollar was spent on funding our activities.

$ 104.128.195

$ 108.284.497

 $ 131.207.570 

 $ 158.075.729

60thousand

23.5million

Approximately 60.000
volunteers provided support in 76 cities 
and 308 provinces all over Turkey.

IHH reached a total of 23.5 million 
people with the projects and activities 
materialized during the year

IHH’S SUMMARY 
FOR 2017

IHH inspects the compliance of the international and national legal framework in its activities; in the collection of donations, 
use of donations and donor management. These inspections are carried out by a supervisory board assigned by the board of 
trustees, a compliance- control unit assigned by the Board of Directors, and by independent auditors and experts.

The entire financial report is available on our website www.ihh.org.tr.

2.085 volunteer groups made a total of

12.826 donations.

686.521  individual donors made a total of

2.959.067donations.

1.789 corporations made a total of 

11.149 donations.

The conversion from Turkish Lira’s to American dollars has been done according to the exchange 
rate of the Turkish Central Bank on average of 2017.
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• The Marmara Coordination Center was built on land totaling 5 acres to respond promptly and effectively in 
emergency situations particularly in Istanbul, in the case of a potential earthquake in the Marmara region, and 
also disasters that may occur in other regions in Turkey and all over the world.

• A High Tech Prosthesis Orthosis Center was founded by IHH with the support of Kuwait Zakat House 
and AID, Alliance of International Doctors to provide disabled refugees unable to obtain treatment, with 
prosthetic arms or legs to eliminate their difficulties. In 2017, 235 patients that were examined at the center, 
that also has an office in Istanbul, Şanlıurfa and Hatay, were given 145 prosthetic limbs.  

• The RAF-IHH Child’s Life Center, that began construction in Reyhanlı, Hatay in 2015 and operating in 
2017, is the largest children’s living center in the world build for orphans who were the victims of war. The 
center that has the capacity for 990 children, aims to provide the needs of orphans such as shelter, education, 
healthcare and food in a home environment, and also provide psychologic support to these children.

In 2017, we opened three major centers in Istanbul. These are the Marmara Coordi-
nation Center, the High Tech Prosthesis Orthosis Center and the RAF-IHH Child’s 
Life Center.

By the end of 2017, our staff at the headquarters in Istanbul, and 1.226 volunteers in 
55 cities in Turkey had been trained in first aid of different levels; trained in underwa-
ter, fire and earthquake search and rescue, and are prepared for any kind of disaster.

In 2017, 15 thousand orphans living in Turkey were included in our Orphan Spon-
sorship System. With this system, we provide the needs of approximately 90 thousand 
orphans worldwide on a regular basis.

During 2017, 1.554 tons of various food provisions, 2 thousand liters cooking oil, 10 
thousand liters water, 50 thousand tinned and prepared foods, 321.935 items of clot-
hing, 9.128 items of home textile products, 18.324 pairs of shoes, boots and sandals, 
1.514 various items of furniture, 3.168 boxes of kitchen equipment and 463 tons of 
fuel (wood/coal) were distributed to the needy in Turkey. Cash aid was also given to 
3.021 families for furniture items.

700 thousand needy people benefitted from our Ramadan and Qurban activities in 
Turkey.

We covered the costs of medical treatment and surgery of 639 people in Turkey. In 
addition, 101.746 boxes of medical supplies, 5.097 boxes of medication and 560 items 
of medical equipment were delivered to those in need.

Education support was given to 2.440 students studying in Turkey, including 780 Tur-
kish citizens. 1.931 schoolbags, 63.012 exercise books and various stationary supplies 
were distributed to children in need. School tables and benches were purchased for use 
in various schools.

TURKEY
All the activities carried out by IHH are on a voluntary basis. If we are able to 
conduct activities in tens of countries all over the world, this is due to the prayers 
and support of thousands of people and friends. One of the main factors that brou-
ght IHH and our mission into existence, and enabled us to maintain this mission 
is our volunteers, and the charitable people of Turkey. Our volunteers can sup-
port our activities by participating in any of the fields of our foundation’s works. 
Almost all of our projects in many parts of the world ranging from orphanages 
in Asia to water wells in Africa, a mosque in Gambia to an eye hospital in Ni-
ger, the bread produced in Syria to working with orphans all materialize with the 
contributions of our volunteers. Our foundation’s activities in Turkey were organi-
zed from our headquarters in 2017, and from our 25 district representative offices 
in Istanbul with the organization of our volunteers in 76 cities and 308 districts.

A Summary of Activities in Some Countries ¬ Turkey
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SYRIA
As IHH, since the beginning of the war we have continued working to eliminate 
the suffering and hardships of the refugees displaced within Syria and those who 
sought refuge in other countries. Aid intended to meet the basic humanitarian 
needs such as shelter, clothing, education and healthcare is distributed to the Sy-
rian people from our coordination centers. İn addition to aid, with the perma-
nent works we built in Syria such as orphanages, schools, water wells, bakeries, 
container cities, soup kitchens, mills and hospitals, we aim to ease the devastating 
effects of war on these aggrieved people. We organize our Syrian operations from 
9 different centers and offices. Since the beginning of the war until early 2018, 
our foundation has distributed aid to the Syrian refugees totaling $321.633.815.  

In 2017, we provided 15 Syrians with hearing aids, 100 people with wheelchairs, 
and eye surgery to mothers of orphans. We also distributed 30 thousand boxes of 
medical supplies, 1.018.690 boxes of medication, 160.333 items of medical equip-
ment and 737.448 packets of hygiene supplies to needy people in Syria. We opened 
a factory producing 1.5 tons of bandage material in Idlib.

In 2017, we distributed 9.500 tons of various food products, 283 thousand liters of coo-
king oil, 3 million liters of water, 3.2 million items of tinned and prepared foods, 1.700 
tons of fruit and vegetables, 73 tons of meat and meat products to those in need. In our 
bakeries in Reyhanlı and Kilis, we produced 45.481.819 loaves of bread, and 14.767 
tons of flour we distributed to bakeries in Syria produced 180.080.000 loaves of bread.

We opened 26 clothing shops where clothing items are free of charge. In total, 150 
thousand Syrian refugees benefitted from these shops. This gave people in need the 
opportunity to choose their own clothing.

In 2017, we distributed 3.057.114 items of clothing, 344.870 items of home textile 
products, 200.760 pairs of shoes, boots and sandals, 266.449 various items of furni-
ture, 306.279 boxes of kitchen equipment and 2 thousand tons of fuel (wood/coal).

We delivered 978 new tents and 10.442 pieces of ground insulation material to 
camps in Syria. More than 150 thousand people continue to live in the 6 container 
and 25 tent cities built by our foundation in Syria.

We constructed the Rahmet Village in Syria containing 100 homes, each measuring 
75m2; a school, mosque, healthcare center and social areas where 500 people live.

The Kilis Öncüpınar Accommodation Center containing 1.248 two story contai-
ners, built by IHH in collaboration with Kuwait IICO was opened in 2017.

The RAF-IHH Child’s Life Center built to shelter 990 Syrian orphans was opened 
in the Reyhanlı province of Hatay in 2017. There are approximately 10 thousand 
orphans and 11 orphan houses in Syria that we included in our Orphan Sponsorship 
System, and support regularly on a monthly basis.

We distributed 6.870 schoolbags, 319.827 exercise books and stationary items to the 
refugee children in Syria. We also purchased 3.379 desks and benches for schools. We 
built 3 nurseries in our refugee camp in Azaz, and also covered the monthly costs of 
these schools; we gave cash support to 62 teachers. With the support of our foundati-
on, 40 Syrian refugee students in Gaziantep received diplomas from the Sudan Inter-
national Africa University via the distant learning program. In 2017, we covered the 
costs and requirements of the International Damascus University built by our foun-
dation in 2016 in Azaz, where 600 students are educated. We established a therapy 
and education center in the Reyhanlı province of Hatay that will benefit the women 
victims of war; we also opened a vocational training course in Şanlıurfa.

A Summary of Activities in Some Countries ¬ Syria
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ARAKAN
In 2017, IHH was there when 800 thousand people were forced to flee the 
persecution in Myanmar and seek refuge in Bangladesh. We have continu-
ed working for the Rohingya people in Myanmar and Bangladesh for 22 years.

Following the attacks in Arakan that resurfaced in 2017, IHH distributed aid to 500 
thousand Rohingya refugees who were forced to flee to Bangladesh. We also delive-
red food aid to 30 thousand Arakan refuges in Myanmar.

400 thousand Arakan refugees benefitted from our Ramadan and Qurban works in 
Bangladesh and Myanmar.

We delivered medical supplies to 34 thousand Arakan refugees in Bangladesh and 
Myanmar. We also provided hygiene supplies and drinking water to 400 thousand 
Arakan refugees.

IHH established 3 healthcare clinics that serve 50 thousand Arakan refugees in 
Bangladesh, and 96 thousand in Myanmar.

In 2017, we distributed 79 thousand canvases and tents to the Arakan refugees who 
fled to Bangladesh; 150 shelters were built for the Arakan refugees in Myanmar, and 
140 shelters were repaired. Kitchen equipment, fuel and clothing were supplied to 
53 thousand refugees.

A Summary of Activities in Some Countries ¬ Arakan
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SOMALIA, PALESTINE
In 2017, we opened 36 deep water wells for emergency need in Somalia due to the 
drought in East Africa, that are used by 200 thousand people on a daily basis. We 
also delivered emergency water aid to 320 thousand people with water tankers.

We delivered medication aid to Gaza and Palestine throughout the year, and built the 
Al-Said Hospital. Our foundation also provided medical equipment to the Al-Wafa 
Hospital. A solar energy system was installed to provide electricity to the Jenin Hospi-
tal. Fuel support was delivered so all the water wells could operate throughout the year.

Our foundation covered the yearly expenses and food requirements of 2 soup kitc-
hens that provide meals to 40 thousand people in Gaza. Food aid was also distribu-
ted to 15 thousand people in need.

We covered the expenses of the Ottoman Cultural Center we constructed in previ-
ous years in Gaza, Palestine and also opened vocational courses. We opened the Gaza 
Corporal Hasan Mosque.

There are 15 thousand Palestinian orphans and 5 thousand Somalian orphans in 
the Orphan Sponsorship System that provides the monthly needs of 90 thousand 
orphans worldwide.

In 2017, 120 thousand people in Palestine and 95 thousand people in Somalia be-
nefitted from our Ramadan and Qurban activities.

YEMEN, IRAQ,
LIBYA

Since 2015, we delivered food aid to 90 thousand people affected by the ongoing 
war in Yemen.

75 thousand people were provided with health aid as a part of the fight against 
cholera in the cities of Sana’a, Aden, Taiz and Ibb, and in rural areas of Yemen. We 
established a healthcare clinic that will benefit 5 thousand people in the Hanik Tent 
City. Medical equipment aid that will benefit 45 thousand people was delivered to 
the healthcare center in Al-Jawf . Hygiene supplies were distributed to 8 thousand 
people in the cities of Sana’a, Taiz and Marib.

In the 7.3 earthquake that struck the Kermanshah province in Iraq and also affected the 
city of Aleppo on 12 November 2017, over 500 people lost their lives and more than 8 
thousand people were injured. Our teams that organized the emergency aid operations 
in Iraq and Iran delivered aid to 12 thousand people. In addition, for one month the 
mobile soup kitchen we sent to Iraq provided hot meals to people in the region.

Food aid was delivered to100 thousand refugees affected by the conflict in the Iraqi cities 
Kirkuk, Al Anbar and Mosul, and 7 thousand people in the Libyan cities Tripoli and Sirte.

Medical supplies were distributed to 6 thousand people in Mosul, Iraq and a water 
tank was built that benefits a thousand people every day.

In 2017, a total of 165 thousand people benefitted from our Ramadan and Qurban 
works in Yemen, Iraq and Libya.

A Summary of Activities in Some Countries

Iraq Yemen
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ASIA, AFRICA,
EUROPE, AMERICA
In 2017, IHH materialized 1.292 projects in 76 countries. These projects comprise of search-res-
cue, protection and orphans, healthcare, water, hygiene and sanitation, food security, shelter, 
non-food aid, education and culture works. During the year, 1.423 IHH officials travelled from 
Turkey to materialize these projects and inspect our existing. When materializing our works and 
projects, we worked in collaboration with 118 partner and 71 charity organizations worldwide.

76 countries

1.292 projects 15 countries

126 projects

30 partners

178 employees

29 countries

907 projects

52 partners

750 employees

32 countries

259 projects

36 partners

495 employees

Europe-America

Asia

Africa

Bosnia, Albania, Macedonia,  Kosovo, 
Montenegro, Serbia, Hungary, Bulgaria, 
Romania, Haiti, Bolivia, Brazil, Ecuador, 
Peru, Colombia.

Bangladesh, East Turkistan, Indonesia, Philippines, India, Malaysia, 
Myanmar, Nepal, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Thailand, Vietnam, 
Afghanistan, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Kirghizstan, 
Mongolia, Tajikistan, Ukraine, Chechenia/Dagestan, Palestine, 
Lebanon, Iraq, Yemen, Jordon, Iran, Syria, Turkey.

Benin, Burkina, Faso, Chad, Ivory Coast, Ghana, 
Guinea, Cameroon, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, 
Senegal, Sierra Leone, Burundi, Djibouti, Ethiopia, 
Kenya, Comoros Islands, Malawi, Mozambique, 
Ruanda, Swaziland, Sudan, Somalia, South 
Africa, South Sudan, Uganda, Tanzania, 
Zimbabwe, Egypt, Libya, Tunisia, Morocco.    

1.423 employees

118 partners,
71 charity organizations

A Summary of Activities in Some Countries



HUMANITARIAN 
AID EFFORTS
Millions of people suffering hardships in 
the world due to causes such as war, conf-
lict, natural disasters, illness, poverty, drou-
ght, and income inequality are struggling to 
survive. Our foundation that aims to meet 
the basic needs of everyone who is in need 
and oppressed, delivers services in humani-
tarian issues such as food, healthcare, shel-
ter, water, hygiene, education and the cons-
truction of permanent works to regions in 
need. As IHH, we create development stra-
tegies so the people in these regions reach a 
level where they are no longer dependent on 
aid. We conduct search-rescue and disaster 
management operations; develop and mate-
rialize special projects for the protection of 
orphans who face the threat of organ mafi-
as, crime and prostitution networks; const-
ruct orphanages.
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SEARCH-RESCUE
ACTIVITIES
IHH’s search-rescue teams consisting of 1.226 individuals are capable of respon-
ding in emergency situations and natural disasters, and are skilled in crisis ma-
nagement and coordination operations.

By the end of 2017, our staff at the headquarters and 1.226 volunteers in 55 cities of Tur-
key were given first aid training, underwater, fire and earthquake search-rescue training at 
different levels, and are prepared for any kind of disasters.

In March 2017, an earthquake measuring a magnitude of 5.7 struck Adiyaman. In Feb-
ruary, a series of earthquakes occurred in Çanakkale. Our search-rescue teams travelled 
to both regions and conducted a disaster risk study. A mobile soup kitchen was also sent 
to the region to provide hot meals to those affected by the earthquake in Adiyaman. For 
8 days, meals were prepared by IHH teams for 40 thousand people. Clothing was distri-
buted to 4 thousand people, and we also distributed 440 blankets and 110 disaster tents.

During 2017, 234 of our volunteers who participated in our search-rescue activities were 
given training in fire awareness, 63 in first aid and 48 people were trained in setting up 
disaster tents.

In 2017, our search-rescue A-team chosen from the staff at IHH headquarters, were given 
various kinds of training by AFAD, the Fire Service Training Center (IBITEM) and Tur-
kish Ministry for Health.

A 3 day search-rescue exercise camp was held in Aladağ, Bolu in August 2017, in which 
250 volunteers participated from 15 cities.

An emergency action plan was prepared by the IHH Headquarters Search-Rescue Co-
ordinatorship as a part of activities regarding a potential Istanbul earthquake. A wire-
less system was installed to provide clear communication, even if all the communication 
networks that cover half of Istanbul collapsed.

Humanitarian Aid Efforts ¬ Search-Rescue Activities
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The Marmara earthquake that occurred on 17 August 1999 was an important turning point in 
terms of Turkey’s struggle with natural disasters. The earthquake, that significantly changed state 
institutions and NGOs outlook on natural disasters, prompted new and more extensive prepara-
tions for potential disasters.

Since IHH was established, our aim has been to reach regions in case of any kind of disaster in the 
most prompt, most efficient way to reduce the damage to a minimal. Taking into consideration a 
potential Marmara earthquake, we constructed the Marmara Disaster Coordination Center in Bur-
sa aimed at responding to disasters that may occur in Istanbul, and also in Turkey and the world in 
general, promptly and effectively. The Marmara Disaster Coordination Center, that contributes to 
planning and speeding up damage reduction which are important factors in disaster management, 
will increase IHH’s performance in responding to disasters. The purpose of the center, that began 
construction in 2013 and was opened in 2017, is to be prepared with the necessary teams and equ-
ipment for emergency support and search-rescue activities in case of disaster. In terms of NGO’s, 
our center was the first project for training in disaster coordination and emergency support.

The center, that was built on land totaling 5 acres and has a usage area of 7.200m2, is equipped to 
provide training in emergency support and search-rescue. In addition, the location of the center 
close to the main arterial roads, and also access to land, sea and air transportation enables a prompt 
response during a potential earthquake. One of the main aims of the center is providing training ai-
med at raising awareness on natural disasters among the public, and particularly among the youth.

Marmara Disaster Coordination Center

Humanitarian Aid Efforts ¬ Search-Rescue Activities
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PROTECTION AND 
ORPHAN WORKS
There are approximately 90 thousand orphans that IHH cares for, and 33 orp-
hanages built by our foundation worldwide. In 2017 alone, 250 thousand orp-
haned children benefitted from our periodic aid all over the world. Distribution of the regions and age groups of children in our Orphan Sponsorship System

As a part of the Orphan Sponsorship System that has been in operation since 2007, in 
2017 52.497 donors meet the needs of a total of 87.424 orphaned children as sponsors; 
15.146 in Turkey, 34.769 in the Middle East, 22.248 in Africa, 8.232 in Asia, 5.598 in the 
Balkans, 932 in Caucasia, 430 in Central Asia and 69 in South America.

In 2017, 8.081 schools from 81 provinces participated in our project “Each Class has an 
Orphan Friend” that we launched in 2013 in collaboration with the Ministry of Edu-
cation, Ministry for Religious Affairs and Association of Education. 20.823 orphans in 
need from 52 countries were included in the Orphan Sponsorship System as a part of this 
project to which almost 1 million students donated their pocket money.

As a part of our orphan works throughout the year, in various countries;
• We distributed food provisions to 47.840 orphan families; provided the monthly food costs of 6.213 orphan families.

• Psychologic support was given to 2.588 orphans, 3.308 orphans were given medical checkups; treatment costs was 
provided to 1.912 orphans, 472 orphans were circumcised, medical supplies were distributed to 2.455 orphans and 
hygiene kits distributed to 20.501 orphans.

• We distributed fuel (coal/wood) to 10.104 orphan families, blankets to 14.524 families; furniture was supplied to 
4.416 families and rent support to 3.821 families.

• We covered the expenses of 13.186 orphan’s stationary needs, the school expenses of 7.520 orphans and gave edu-
cation grants to 942 orphans studying university. We also established 670 research classes, 73 libraries and 2.574 
art workshops for orphaned children.

Middle East

Africa

Turkey

Asia

Balkans, Caucasus,
South America

0-6 7-9 10-15 16-18+
%9 %18 %57 %16

%40

%25

%17

%9

%9

In the Orphan Sponsorship System, an individual, family, organization, friend group, class or 
school can sponsor an orphan; donating 100TL can contribute significantly to the education, 
healthcare, shelter and food needs of the sponsored orphan.

Humanitarian Aid Efforts ¬ Protection and Orphan Works
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In 2017, IHH organized its seventh yearly Orphan Solidarity Day aimed at announcing 
our orphan works to the public; raising public awareness regarding defensive children and 
creating permanent projects for orphans.

At the 2017 Orphan Solidarity Day, various projects materialized in 34 countries, and more than 
100 thousand orphans benefitted from these projects. Rather than financial aid, these were proje-
cts that would make the lives of orphans and orphan families easier; development and protection 
projects that enabled them to secure an income without being dependent on others. Purchasing 
livestock that the people could farm, opening vocational courses, purchasing agriculture equip-
ment and providing cash support so they were able to marry are just a few of these projects.

290 individuals including NGO representatives, orphan sponsors, activists, press mem-
bers, teachers, and figures from the world of literature and art accompanied teams who 
visited countries on the Orphan Solidarity Days; they also materialized projects and ins-
pected orphan activities onsite.

In addition to 60.516 orphans in 27 countries, as a part of our Ramadan activities we also 
distributed eid clothing to mothers of orphans, children of refugees and children in need.

We distributed Ramadan Children’s Packets to 31 thousand orphans; 20 thousand Asma 
al-Husna books, 10 thousand Qur’ans and 10 thousand children’s magazines to orphans 
in Turkey and Syria.

During Ramadan, we distributed fitr and zakat donations to 16.443 orphans in Turkey.

On Eid al-Adha 2017, we provided eid clothing to 28.962 orphans, including12.099 in Turkey.

In 2017, as a part of the “Smiling Faces Project” IHH organized in collaboration with AID, 
the Alliance of International Doctors, 60 orphans and 300 women who were Turkish citizens 
received psychologic support. In this project, we provided 169 sessions of psychotherapy, 
589 hours of occupation therapy for women and 1.837 hours play workshop services for 
children. University student volunteers also gave 194 hours of private lessons to the children.

We organized the marriages and provided basic necessities to 50 couples in Sierra Leone 
who had recently accepted Islam, and 50 couples in Syria who were victims of war.

An imam’s lodging was constructed at the Cameroon Darussaadet Mosque, and we also 
covered the imam’s yearly wage.  

Our foundation has built 33 orphanages in 13 countries, 1 orphan education center and 
1 child’s life center. More than 2 thousand children live in these orphanages. In 2017 
alone, 1.905.644 Euro were spent on covering the needs and operation costs, and ma-
terializing supplementary projects such as the repairs and furnishing of 31 orphanages; 
2.098.624 Turkish Lira was spent for the needs of the orphanages built for Syrian orp-
hans in Reyhanlı and Antakya. We also constructed an orphanage in Jarabulus, Syria; 
repair works were carried out on orphan schools in Idlib and Azaz.

Martyr Furkan Doğan Orphanage
2016, Patani/Thailand

Humanitarian Aid Efforts ¬ Protection and Orphan Works
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The largest child life center in the world built for orphaned children who are victims of war, that 
began construction in the Reyhanlı province of Hatay in 2015, was opened in 2017. The life 
center, built in partnership of IHH and RAF Qatar, will shelter 990 children who were orphaned 
in the war. In the RAF-IHH Child’s Life Center built on an area of approximately 100.000m2, 
we aim to provide orphaned children with all their needs including shelter, education, healthcare 
and food in a home environment, and provide psychologic support. In the center, there are 55 
homes, a school, mosque, healthcare center, play areas, therapy center, art workshop, plantation 
areas and a vast green area. With the agreement made in 2017, the Orphan Foundation assumed 
management of the RAF-IHH Child’s Life Center.

RAF-IHH Child’s Life Center

Humanitarian Aid Efforts ¬ Protection and Orphan Works
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In 2017, the cataract campaign launched in Africa by our foundation in 2007, comple-
ted its tenth year and reached its goal of 100 thousand operations. By the end of 2017, 
716.897 people were given checkups, 344.029 people were examined and 100.027 people 
regained their sight with surgery.

In 2017, medical aid was delivered to 6 thousand people in Mosul Iraq, 5 thousand people in 
Libya, 5 thousand people in Brazil; 34 thousand Arakan refugees in Bangladesh and Myanmar.

We established 3 healthcare clinics that benefit 50 thousand Arakan refugees in Bangla-
desh and 96 thousand in Myanmar.

Hearing aids were delivered to 15 thousand people and wheelchairs to 100 thousand pe-
ople in Syria, 23 orphan mothers received eye operations. We also distributed 30 thousand 
boxes of medical supplies, 1.018.690 boxes of medication and 160.333 items of medical 
equipment to people in need in Syria. A bandage factory that produces 1.5 tons of banda-
ges a month was established in Idlib.

We covered treatment and surgery costs of 639 people in Turkey. 101.746 boxes of medi-
cal supplies, 5.097 boxes of medication and 560 items of medical equipment were delive-
red to people in need.

Therapy support was given to 3 people in Bosnia. Support was given to a physiotherapy 
center in Bağcilar, Istanbul that treats Palestinian refugees.

We constructed the Küçükçekmece 15 July Martyrs Healthcare Clinic in Niger that will 
benefit 7.500 people a year, and the Haripur Healthcare Center in Pakistan that will be-
nefit 3 thousand people.

We delivered medication aid to Gaza and Palestine throughout the year, and built the 
Al-Said Hospital. Our foundation also provided medical equipment to the Al-Wafa Hos-
pital. A solar energy system was installed to provide electricity to the Jenin Hospital. Fuel 
support was delivered so all the water wells could operate throughout the year.

75 thousand people were provided with health aid as a part of the fight against cholera in the 
cities of Sana’a, Aden, Taiz and Ibb, and in rural areas of Yemen. We built a healthcare clinic 
in the Hanik Tent City that will benefit 5 thousand people. Medical equipment aid that 
will benefit 45 thousand people was delivered to the healthcare center in Al-Jawf . Hygiene 
supplies were distributed to 8 thousand people in the cities of Sana’a, Taiz and Marib.

In 2017, as a part of the “Smiling Faces Project” IHH organized in collaboration with AID, 
the Alliance of International Doctors, 60 orphans and 300 women who were Turkish citizens 
received psychologic support. In this project, we provided 169 sessions of psychotherapy, 
589 hours of occupation therapy for women and 1.837 hours play workshop services for 
children. University student volunteers also gave 194 hours of private lessons to the children.

As a part of our orphan works, in 2017 psychologic support was given to 2.588 orphans 
in various countries, 3.308 orphans were given checkups; we covered the treatment costs 
of 1.912 orphans, the circumcisions of 471 orphans; medical supplies were distributed to 
2.455 orphans and hygiene kits to 20.501 orphans.

HEALTHCARE 
WORKS
In 2017, almost 1 million people benefitted from IHH’s healthcare works. Our 
cataract campaign that began in 2007, completed its 10th year and reached 100 
thousand cataract operations.

Humanitarian Aid Efforts ¬ Healthcare Works
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2.8 million people living in Syria alone lost limbs due to the war. If we include those disabled in 
Iraq and Palestine, this figure exceeds 4 million. There are many refugees unable to receive treat-
ment because they were forced to leave their homelands. Living without an arm, leg or other limbs 
not only affects their lives, but also the lives of their families both physically and psychologically. 
IHH opened the High Tech Prosthesis Orthosis Center to change this, and eliminate the difficul-
ties of disabled refugees.

In this project materialized with the support of Kuwait Zakat House and the Association of Inter-
national Doctors (AID), people unable to reach their goals due to their physical disabilities are gi-
ven prosthesis arms and legs. The center that was opened in 2017 has offices in Istanbul, Şanlıurfa 
and Hatay. In 2017, 235 patients examined in these offices were given prosthetic limbs.

High Tech Prosthesis Orthosis Center 

Humanitarian Aid Efforts ¬ Healthcare Works
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In 2017, 726 water well operations were carried out in 20 countries, 471 of these were 
opened for service. Countries where the water well operations were carried out include 
Chad, Burkina Faso, Niger, Ghana, Sudan, Ethiopia, Afghanistan, Sierra Leone, Guinea, 
Somalia, Mali, Djibouti, Senegal, Tanzania, Kenya, Burundi, Ruanda, Uganda, Iraq and 
India. Our foundation has more than 6 thousand water well in 33 country so far. Almost 
2.5 million people benefit from these wells worldwide.

In 2017, 36 deep water wells were opened immediately in Somalia because of the drought 
in East Africa. On a daily basis, 200 thousand people benefit from these wells opened with 
the support of the Islamic Development Bank. Emergency water aid was delivered to 320 
thousand people.

In Bangladesh and Myanmar, we carried out a hygiene supplies and drinking water supply 
operations that benefitted 56 thousand people.

During the year, 737.448 packets of hygiene supplies were distributed to the refugees 
living in Syria and 28.159 to people in need in Turkey.

Drinking water was delivered to a thousand people who were affected by the floods in Malaysia.

We built 1 water well in Pakistan Haripur College and 24 in Sri Lanka together with 
sanitation systems.

We provided fuel support so all the water wells in Gaza could operate throughout the year.

We delivered hygiene supplies to 8 thousand people in the Yemeni cities of Sana’a, Taiz 
and Ma’rib

Yearly maintenance and repairs were carried out on the water filtration plant in Lebanon 
that serves 5 thousand people. In Iraq, we built a water tank system that is used by a thou-
sand people daily.

WATER, HYGIENE, 
SANITATION
SERVICES
In 2017, almost 4 million people in need benefitted from IHH’s water and hy-
giene works worldwide. Emergency water aid was provided to people suffering 
from the drought in South Africa.

Humanitarian Aid Efforts ¬ Water, Hygiene, Sanitation Services
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In 2017, 1.554 tons of various food products, 2 thousand liters cooking oil, 10 thousand 
liters of water, 50 thousand items of tinned and prepared food was distributed to those in 
need in Turkey.

During 2017, 9.500 tons of various food products, 283 liters of cooking oil, 3 million liters of 
water, 3.2 items of canned and prepared food, 1.700 tons of fruit and vegetables and 73 tons 
of meat and meat products were distributed to people in Syria. 45.481.819 loaves of bread 
were produced for the Syrian refugees in our bakeries in Reyhanlı and Kilis; 180.080.000 
loaves of bread were produced from the flour we delivered to the bakeries in Syria. Food aid 
was given to 2 thousand Syrians in Serbia who were attempting to reach Europe.

We delivered food aid to 500 thousand Rohingya refugees who fled from Myanmar and 
sought refuge in Bangladesh following the attacks in Arakan that resurfaced in 2017. Food 
aid was also sent to 30 thousand Arakan refugees in Myanmar.

We covered the yearly costs and food needs of two soup kitchens in Gaza, Palestine that 
benefitted 40 thousand people. Food aid was also distributed to 15 thousand people in need.

Food aid was delivered to 90 thousand people affected by the ongoing war in Yemen. We 
also distributed food aid to 100 thousand people who are victims of the conflict in the 
Iraqi cities Kirkuk, Al Anbar and Mosul.

In the scope of our orphan works, we delivered food provisions to 47.840 orphan families; 
covered the monthly food needs of 6.213 orphaned families.

Food aid was delivered to a total of 28.860 people affected by floods in Albania, Macedo-
nia, Sierra Leone, Malaysia, Nepal, Sri Lanka and Niger. Food support was given to 1.500 
people that suffered from the hurricane in Haiti.

In 2017, emergency food aid was delivered to people in Somalia because of the drought in 
East Africa. Food aid was given to 5.500 Central African refugees that sought refuge in Chad.

Food aid was delivered to 8 thousand civilians that were evacuated following the military 
operations in the city of Marawi in the Philippines.

Winter food aid was distributed to 13 thousand people in Afghanistan, and food aid to 10 
thousand people in need in Lebanon and Libya.

In March 2017, an earthquake measuring a magnitude of 5.7 occurred in Adiyaman, Turkey. 
A mobile soup kitchen was sent to the region to distribute hot meals to the people affected 
by the earthquake. Over a period of 8 days, hot meals were prepared for 40 thousand people.

On 12 November 2017, more than 500 people lost their lives and more than 8 thousand 
people were injured in an earthquake measuring 7.3 in the Iranian province of Kermans-
hah, and which also affected the Iraqi city of Aleppo. Our teams that organized emergency 
aid operations in Iran and Iraq, delivered aid to 12 thousand people. Additionally, for one 
month hot meals were distributed to the earthquake victims from the mobile soup kitchen 
we sent to Iraq.

FOOD SECURITY
EFFORTS
In 2017, almost 16 million people worldwide benefitted from IHH’s food aid. 
During the year, 45 million loaves of bread were produced and approximately 45 
tons of flour was distributed for the refugees in Syria.  

Humanitarian Aid Efforts ¬ Food Security Efforts
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In Ramadan 2017, we delivered 322.692 food aid packets to 104 regions and countries 
including Turkey; a total of 2.258.844 people benefitted from the aid packets.

Iftar meals were given to hundreds of thousands of people worldwide during Ramadan. 
Fitr, Fidya and zakat donations were distributed to 130 thousand people in need in vari-
ous countries.

On Eid al-Adha 2017, the sacrificed Qurbans were divided into 53.500 parts and 428.000 
shares. In total, 2.140.000 people in need benefitted from these shares. During the year, 
the shares of 10.448 adaq, aqiqa and gratitude qurbans were distributed to people in need 
in various countries.  

Humanitarian Aid Efforts ¬ Food Security Efforts
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In 2017, 79 thousand canvases and tents were distributed to the Arakan refugees who 
sought refuge in Bangladesh; 150 shelters were built for Arakan refugees in Myanmar, and 
140 shelters were repaired. Permanent homes were built for 10 orphan families who were 
victims of the internal migration in Sri Lanka.

Homes of 249 orphan families in various countries were repaired, and rent support was 
given to 3.821 orphan families.

Rent support was given to 1.714 Syrian refugee families living in the cities of Hatay and 
Kilis in Turkey.

In February 2017, a sequence of earthquakes occurred in Çanakkale, Turkey. We distributed 
110 disaster tents to earthquake victims whose homes were damaged in the earthquakes.

We delivered 978 tents and ground insulation materials to the refugee camps in Syria. 
More than 150 thousand people continue to live in the container and tent cities built by 
our foundation in Syria.

Kilis Öncüpınar Accommodation Center, that was built by IHH for the Syrian refugees, with 
the contribution of 1.248 two story containers from the Kuwait IICO, was opened in 2017.

The RAF-IHH Child’s Life Center that plans to shelter 990 orphaned children began 
operating in the Reyhanlı province of Hatay in 2017. Until today, our foundation has 
constructed 33 orphanages, 1 child’s living center and 1 orphan education center. More 
than 2 thousand orphans live in these orphanages; we also have 11 orphan homes in Syria.  

SHELTER
SERVICES
In 2017, approximately 550 thousand people in need benefitted from IHH’s shel-
ter services worldwide. At the present, there are more than 150 thousand people 
living in our camps in Syria.

Humanitarian Aid Efforts ¬ Shelter Services
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Hundreds of thousands of people, who were forced to leave their homes in an attempt to survive 
the Syrian War, migrated to the borders where they believed they would reach safety. The Turkish 
border is one of the regions that received the most immigrants. The people sought refuge in ter-
ritories and plains where there were no settlement areas. Since the conflict first began, IHH has 
continued to realize shelter solutions in safe regions particularly in these areas to meet demand. 
During the mass migration of the refugees, we built tent cities and container cities so the people 
can continue to live a more organized life.

Unlike the camps in Syria, we build groups of homes that resemble villages or towns on completi-
on. 500 people live in the Rahmet Village that we built as a pilot project in Idlib. Each of the 100 
homes in the village, that also consists of a school, social areas, a mosque and healthcare center 
measures 75m2. 

Rahmet Village

Humanitarian Aid Efforts ¬ Shelter Services
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NON-FOOD AID
In 2017, 1 million people benefitted worldwide from IHH’s distribution of 
non-food aid. 110 thousand items of eid clothing was distributed to children in 
need on Eid al-Fitr and Eid al-Adha.

In 2017, kitchen equipment, fuel and clothing were distributed to 53 thousand Arakan 
refugees in Bangladesh and Myanmar.

Winter aid materials including fuel and clothing was delivered to 175 thousand people 
suffering the difficult winter conditions in 22 countries. These countries included Bos-
nia, Albania, Macedonia, Kosovo, Montenegro, Serbia (Sanjak), India, Nepal, Sri Leone, 
Philippines (Moro), Afghanistan, Kazakhstan, Mongolia, Kyrgyzstan, Ukraine, Palestine, 
Yemen, Lebanon, Iraq, Tunisia and Iran.

In 2017, 26 free clothing shops were opened in Syria. 150 thousand refugees benefitted 
from these shops. This gave the refugees the opportunity to select the clothing of their 
choice.

During the year, 3.057.144 items of clothing, 344.870 home textile products, 200.776 
pairs of shoes, boots and sandals, 266.449 various items of furniture, 306.279 boxes of 
kitchen equipment and 2 thousand tons of fuel was delivered to people in need in Syria.

In 2017, we distributed 321.935 various items of clothing, 9.128 home textile products, 
18.324 pairs of shoes, boots and sandals, 1.514 various items of furniture, 3.168 boxes of 
kitchen equipment and 463 tons of fuel to people in need in Turkey. We also gave cash 
support to 3.021 families to purchase furniture.

As a part of our Ramadan activities, we distributed eid clothing to a total of 80.103 people 
including 60.516 orphans, mothers of orphans, refugee children, and needy children in 
27 countries. On Eid al-Adha, we distributed eid clothing to 28.962 orphaned children 
including 12.099 orphans in Turkey.

As a part of our orphan works, in 2017 we supplied fuel to10.104 orphan families, blan-
kets to 14.524 families and furniture to 4.416 families.

In February 2017, a sequence of earthquakes occurred in Çanakkale, Turkey. We distri-
buted clothing to 4 thousand people and 440 blankets to the earthquake victims whose 
homes were damaged in the earthquake.

Humanitarian Aid Efforts ¬ Non-Food Aid
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EDUCATION AND 
CULTURE WORKS
In 2017, almost 600 thousand people worldwide benefitted from IHH’s 
education and culture works.

In 2017, 25.680 Qur’ans were distributed to needy people in 11 countries, and we also dist-
ributed 26 thousand commentaries of the Qur’an and 80.038 Islamic books published in the 
Amharic, English and French languages. These countries include Burkina Faso, Chad, Ethi-
opia, Ghana, Niger, Sierra Leone, Benin, Romania, Sudan, Guinea and Kazakhstan. We also 
delivered a commentary of the Qur’an in Uyghur to 18 thousand people in East Turkistan.

As a part of our orphan works, during 2017 we met the stationary needs of 13.186 orp-
hans, the school costs of 7.520 orphans, and gave education grants to 942 orphaned uni-
versity students in various countries. We also established 670 research classes, 73 libraries 
and 2.574 art workshops.

In addition to our 33 orphanages in 13 countries, our foundation supplied all the yearly educa-
tion needs of more than 2 thousand children that live in the RAF-IHH Child’s Life Center, that 
began operating in 2017, and study during the day at our education center. Our foundation 
also covered the yearly education costs of the children living in our 11 orphan homes in Syria.

We opened a sewing course in South Africa attended by 60 people, a vocational course in 
Sri Lanka that benefits 550 people, a vocational course for the Caucasians living in Azer-
baijan and a Qur’an course in Georgia.

We opened a Qur’an course in Albania that will teach 200 students; summer seminars 
were given to 177 students; education aid was given to 2 thousand students in Bosnia and 
50 students in Mongolia. Education support was provided to 60 students in Nepal. We 
opened a culture center and library in Macedonia that benefits a thousand students; grant 
support was given to 20 students.

Education support was given to 2.440 students studying in Turkey, including 780 Turkish 
citizens. 1.931 schoolbags, 63.012 exercise books and stationary supplies were distributed 
in Turkey to children in need. 579 desk and benches were supplied to various schools.

We published 4 textbooks required in the Kosovo Pristina University Faculty of Theology; 
these books were distributed to 2 thousand students.

We established a Ghusl room for washing the dead in Montenegro, and provided support 
for the activities of 20 imams.

We covered the yearly costs of the Somalia Zamzam University. We also met the yearly ex-
penses of the Ottoman Culture Center that we constructed in previous years, and opened 
vocational courses in Gaza.

Repairs were carried out on the Afghanistan Karamkul Madrasa and Julga High School. 
A youth center for women was established in the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus. 

Humanitarian Aid Efforts ¬ Education and Culture Works
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6.870 schoolbags, 319.827 exercise books and stationary supplied were distributed to the 
refugee children in Syria. 3.379 school desks and benches were supplied to schools where 
refugee children study.

We established 3 nurseries in our refugee camps in Azaz and covered the yearly expenses 
of these schools; cash support was given to 62 teachers.

With the support of our foundation, 40 Syrian refugee students in Şanlıurfa received dip-
lomas from the Sudan International Africa University’s distant education program.

In 2017, we covered the expenses and needs of the International Damascus University that 
was built by our foundation in Azaz, Syria in 2016.

A therapy and education center was built in the Reyhanlı province of Hatay for the wo-
men victims of the war; we also opened a vocational course in Şanlıurfa. Repairs were 
carried out on a school for orphans in the Syrian city of Azaz, and a school in Idlib.

In 2017, we opened 23 mosques in 11 countries; the Martyr Yasin Börü Primary School 
was opened in Moro/Philippines.

• Vietnam/Kahramanlar Rahmet Mosque

• Uganda/Hüceyla Ahmet Mardini Mosque

• Chad/Selim Kumantaş Mosque

• Chad/Hasna Abdulkerim Al-Hamid-Muhammad Abdullah Süleyman Al-Hadid Mosque

• Burkina Faso/Günışığı Muhtedin Mosque

• Burkina Fas/Nurgül Erol and Family Müntesib-I Jamati Seyyidan (Es-Suruci) Mosque

• Burkina Faso/Bayrampaşa IHH Agency Mosque

• Burkina Faso/Sabri Efendi Mosque

• Burkina Faso/Ata and Behiye Mosque

• Burkina Faso/Yahya Lafcı Mosque

• Burkina Faso/Hz Abu Bakr-Ismet Saraç Çubuk Ankara Mosque

• Burkina Faso/Karamürsel Alp Mosque

• Sudan/Haji Hasibe Ticani Mosque

• Benin/Musab Bin Umayr Mosque

• Sierra Leone/Zeynep Ömür Mahyacılar Mosque

• Sierra Leone/Ahment Mustafa Mosque

• Mali/Ferahder Brotherhood (Hatice-Tahsin Kırış) Mosque

• Kyrgyzstan/Üsküdar 15 July Martyrs Mosque

• Sudan/15 July Martyrs Mosque

• Sudan/Hz Muhammad-Ismet Saraç Çubuk Ankara Mosque

• Ruanda/Necmettin Erbakan Mosque

• Palestine/Gaza Corporal Hasan Mosque

Humanitarian Aid Efforts ¬ Education and Culture Works
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HUMANITARIAN 
DIPLOMACY 
EFFORTS
As IHH, we conduct humanitarian diplo-
macy works for the protection of civilians 
in regions afflicted by crisis, war and natu-
ral disasters; to find lost people, rescue pri-
soners and take the necessary steps to end 
crises by playing an active role in situations 
where international diplomacy is inadequa-
te. We make various official and diplomatic 
attempts to find a solution in situations re-
garding many issues where there is threat to 
human life; mediating whenever necessary 
to lift any obstacles preventing humanitari-
an aid. In order to make our works in these 
fields more productive by strengthening our 
national and international relationships, our 
foundation is represented not only in Turkey 
or neighboring regions, but on many inter-
national platforms where humanitarian ser-
vices are discussed.
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We are assuming an active role in the ongoing peace 
process in the Philippines/Moro, where severe conf-
lict continued until the peace negotiations resumed 
again in 2010; where millions of people became re-
fugees; where there were innumerous violations of 
rights including attacks, arrests and torture. IHH, 
one of the five members of the Independent Moni-
toring Committee that was formed to monitor and 
investigate the application of the framework agree-
ment signed between the Philippine state and the Moro Islamic Liberation Front (MILF), that 
ended the final stage of the conflict that has continued for over 50 years in this struggle that dates 
back 500 years, is working in the region with its experience and accumulation of knowledge for 
peace in the region. The committee’s works are conducted by IHH Board Member Hüseyin Oruç

In 2017, 8 diplomatic visits were organized to the Philippines, each lasting around two weeks. 
The Independent Monitoring Committee’s 4th annual report was shared to the public in a press 
conference in July. In the report, developments and events of the past year were assessed. Efforts are 
continuing for the Philippine Parliament’s approval of the Bangsamoro Basic Law, that holds great 
hope for the Moro Muslims in terms of liberation.  

As IHH, we arbitrate and mediate between conflicting parties in regions of war and crisis; we 
conduct diplomatic works to save the lives and rescue innocent people that are illegally arrested or 
taken hostage. A total of 13 people were released last year with our mediation efforts in Syria, Afg-
hanistan, Morocco, Israel and Iraq. These prisoners included Ukrainian, Spanish, Turkish, Qatari, 
Canadian, and Syrian citizens. Our efforts that began in previous years for the freedom of many 
people who are citizens of 30 different countries are continuing.

Libya was driven into severe conflict and domes-
tic war following the fall of Muammar Gaddafi 
in 2011 influenced by the Arab Spring. In Libya 
today, there are three different governments, each 
that regards itself as a legitimate administration 
and incorporates its own armed forces. National 
and international efforts to end the conflict have 
not yet reached a settlement.

As IHH, we are conducting works in the field 
of humanitarian diplomacy in Libya. We are organizing regional visits to procure negotiations 
between the parties; providing training and support to NGOs so that can play an active role in the 
settlement negotiations. We organized various meetings with Libya’s high rank officials that visited 
our foundation throughout the year. Our teams also visited Libya at various intervals in 2017. As 
a result of these visits, a decision was made to provide medication support, send healthcare teams 
to the country and cooperation with Libyan doctors in Turkey. Training was also given to Libyan 
NGOs in the city of Misrata. IHH, that is maintaining good relations with NGOs and opinion 
leaders in the country, aims to continue humanitarian aid and diplomacy activities until order is 
restored in Libya.

PHILIPPINES-MORO PEACE PROCESS FREEDOM OF PRISONERS AND HOSTAGES

LIBYA MEDIATION WORKS

Humanitarian Diplomacy Efforts
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Some of the meetings our foundation attended in 2017.

INTERNATIONAL MEETINGS

10.01.2017
22.01.2017
02.02.2017
02.02.2017
12.01.2017
05.02.2017
10.02.2017
17.02.2017
19.02.2017
20.02.2017
21.02.2017
02.03.2017
08.03.2017
16.03.2017
17.03.2017
25.03.2017
26.03.2017
26.03.2017
06.04.2017
08.04.2017
21.04.2017
25.04.2017
12.05.2017
14.05.2017
19.05.2017
19.05.2017
20.05.2017
30.05.2017
06.06.2017
14.06.2017
15.06.2017
12.07.2016

09.07.2017
08.08.2017
03.10.2017
17.10.2017
18.10.2017
18.10.2017
19.10.2017
19.10.2017
19.10.2017
20.10.2017
23.10.2017
30.10.2017
02.11.2017
28.11.2017
30.11.2017
08.12.2017
24.12.2017
28.12.2017

Geneva
Johannesburg
Gaziantep
Gaziantep
Ankara
Doha
Istanbul
Japan
Istanbul
Qatar
Iran
Ankara
Doha
Kiev
Istanbul
Istanbul
Istanbul
Doha
Gaziantep
Istanbul
Gaziantep
Kilis
Jakarta
Bahreyn
İstanbul
İstanbul
İstanbul
Geneva
Geneva
Geneva
Geneva
Istanbul

Tunisia
Gaziantep
Jordan
Geneva
Geneva
Geneva
Geneva
Geneva
Geneva
Geneva
Geneva
London
Gaziantep
London
Geneva
Paris
Istanbul
Doha

UNHCR
Various NGOs
UN, OCHA
UNHCR
Public Inspection Institution
OICHF
ICIL
Doshihsa University
IHH, OICHF, Eid Charity
Human Rights Committee
Assembly of NGOs
KDK
Qatar Charity
Various NGOs
Ministry for Religious Affairs
IHC
TIIHV
Qatari NGOs
UN, OCHA
Various NGOs
OCHA
OCHA, OICHF
HD, MFA
OICHF
OICHF, İHH
İHH – OICHF
OICHF
OHCHR
Human Rights Council
UNHCR
ECOSOC
MEB & Orphan Foundation

Aleppo Eviction
Humanitarian Aid and Women
HLG Humanitarian Communication Meeting
Syria Works
Immigration
Humanitarian Forum
International Law and Syria
Middle-East and Syria
Education of Syrian Refugees
Human Rights Meeting
Conference for the Support of Palestinian Public
Symposium on Refugees
Palestinian Works
Woman: Envoy of Peace
Syrian Call and Guidance Works
Congress
Congress
Humanitarian Action Conference
HLG Humanitarian Communication Meeting
Women’s Role in Aid Works
HLG Humanitarian Communication Meeting
Kobo Technology Meeting
South Asia Regional Security
Orphan Symposium
OICHF Assembly Meeting
Donor Organizations Workshop
Board of Trustees Meeting
OHCHR Annual Report Presentation
35th Session
Advisory Council
2017 Humanitarian Works Meeting
Religious Education for Refugee Children Workshop

Education, Health Meeting
Security in South and West Asia
Membership Meeting
Diplomacy Meeting
IHL Islamic Law
Diplomacy Meeting
Middle-East, Africa, Asia Meeting
Middle-East and African Regions Meeting
Southern Asia Meeting
Arakan Fund Meeting
Council Meeting
HLG Humanitarian Communication 
Meeting
World Humanitarian Aid Forum
Minority Issue Forum
Refugee Meeting
Leadership and Diplomacy Camp
Women’s Role in Social Life

OIC – USAID
NCSROF
HD
ICVA
HD
Geneva Academy
Cordoba Foundation
ICRC
OCHA
OCHA
UN
The Humanitarian Forum
OCHA
The Humanitarian Forum
UNHRC
AKPM
Sinan Wren Foundation
Various NGOs

DATE – PLACE – ORGANIZER - TOPIC

Humanitarian Diplomacy Efforts ¬ International Meetings



HUMAN
RIGHTS AND
ADVOCACY
ACTIVITIES
As IHH, we believe that every person in the 
world has the right to a dignified life where 
they are not dependent on others; that this 
is only possible with justice and the protec-
tion of  human rights. We develop projects 
to eliminate the injustices and victimization 
of individuals and societies whose rights are 
violated, and carry out advocacy activities; 
take steps to awaken the world public and 
international legal authorities concerning 
the violations occurring in regions of conflict 
and war.
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2016 marked the 500th anniversary of the Ottoman 
State’s conquest of Bayt al-Maqdis- Al Quds. 2017 
marked the 100th anniversary of the beginning of 
British occupation, and the end of Ottoman rule 
in Al Quds. The 17th International Bayt al-Maqdis 
Academic Symposiu that was organized in various 
countries for twenty years in commemoration of 
this anniversary, was held in Istanbul coordinated 
by Bayt al-Maqdis in a joint venture with IHH and 
in association with many organizations both in Turkey and abroad. At the opening, speeches were 
given by Prof. Dr. Abd al-Fattah al-Awaisi, founder of the Bayt al-Maqdis Foundation, 26th Term 
Istanbul MP and Chairman of the Inter-Parliamentary Jerusalem Platform Dr. Nureddin Nebati, 
AK Party Parliamentarian Dr. Ravza Kavakçı and IHH Chairman Bulent Yıldırım. 

17th INTERNATIONAL BAYT AL-MAQDIS SYMPOSIUM

IHH hosted the 4th joint meeting the Organizati-
on of Islamic Cooperation Humanitarian Funds 
(OICHF) and the Organization of Islamic Coo-
peration Trustees and Board of Directors. Repre-
sentatives from many organizations including IHH 
Chairman Bülent Yıldırım and OICHF Chairman 
Abdul Aziz bin Abdurrahman Al Sani attended the 
meeting. At the meeting, we discussed our joint aid 
and diplomatic works. IHH holds consultant sta-
tus membership of the Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) and councillorship in the 
Organization of Islamic Cooperation Humanitarian Funds (OICHF).

4th OICHF MEETING

Around 6 million Columbians, who fled from the 
conflict in their country years ago, are preparing 
to return to their homeland. While Columbia is 
preparing to welcome its own citizens, it also wants 
to benefit from Turkey’s experience with Syria. 
Columbia Presidential Representative Juan Carlos 
Restrepo and his delegation visited IHH headquar-
ters to obtain information about our work for the 
Syrians. The Columbian delegation received infor-
mation from Yavuz Dede, IHH Secretary General and IHH Deputy Chairman Durmuş Aydın 
regarding our Syrian works.

SYRIA OPERATIONS MEETING WITH COLUMBIAN REPRESENTATIVES

This international conference, where the education 
issues of Syrian refugees worldwide in assessed, was 
held in Istanbul in February supported by the Turkish 
Ministry for Education and contributions of IHH 
Humanitarian Relief Foundation, Islamic Aid Or-
ganization, Islamic Council Relief Organization and 
the Marifet Education and Culture Association. IHH 
Chairman Bulent Yıldırım and IHH Board of Direc-
tors Secretary-General Yavuz Dede delivered speeches 
at the conference where current issues were discussed, and various workshops were organized.

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE FOR THE EDUCATION OF SYRIANS

SYMPOSIUMS, 
MEETINGS & 
CONFERENCES

The conference that addressed the dealing of human rights in the struggle with conflict in Arab 
countries, organized by Qatar National Human Rights Committee (NHRC) and United Na-
tions Human Rights High Commissioner (OHCHR), was held in Qatar in February. Bülent 
Yıldırım, our chairman represented IHH at the conference attended by 320 international and 
regional organizations, state and parliament representatives from different countries. Discussi-
ons were held regarding strengthening the foundation of human rights in the conflicts in Arab 
countries; finding a solution to the crises in war struck regions aimed at protecting human ri-
ghts, and developing non-military mechanisms to encourage control and the superiority of law 
during time of conflict.

INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS CONFERENCE

Human Rights and Advocacy Activities ¬ Symposiums, Meetings & Conferences
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Young IHH that has been operating in 75 cities in Turkey since 2017, aims to assist the aggrie-
ved and sufferers irrelevant of religion, language, denomination or race, by sharing the years of 
experience accumulated by our foundation, and contributing to raising well-equipped youth 
that have social awareness and strive for the prevalence of justice and kindness.

Approximately 60 thousand students attended the seminars, awareness raising efforts, rea-
ding programs, idea workshops, scientific meetings and conferences throughout Turkey.  The 
reading program groups that consist of 3 thousand students across Turkey are continuing under 
the coordination of Young IHH.

YOUNG IHH’S SEMINARS AND CONFERENCES

The “34th Africa Health Congress” organized in 
cooperation with the Federation of Islamic Medical 
Association (FIMA), Turkish Ministry of Health, 
Istanbul Medeniyet University and Life Foundati-
on, was held in Istanbul. Around 700 international 
participants including ministers and senior bure-
aucrats from 60 countries attended the congress. 
Representatives from FIMA, and around 50 NGOs 
including IHH Humanitarian Relief Foundation, 
and academics presented reports at the congress. Speaking on behalf of IHH, our Chairman 
Bülent Yıldırım related our experiences in Africa.

34th AFRICA HEALTH CONGRESS

IHH Humanitarian and Social Research Center 
(INSAMER), a think tank, was established under 
the structure of IHH in 2014. This center conducts 
research and scientific studies in various fields of 
social sciences; prepares field reports by monitoring 
regional and global developments. Its assessments 
and predictions are shared with the public via 
analysis, reports and books. In 2017, 120 students 
attended the Spring and Autumn Crisis Workshops 
organized by INSAMER, that continue over 16 week periods. The 3rd Middle-East and Africa 
School, organized in cooperation with Fatih Sultan Mehmet Foundation University, ORDAF 
and INSAMER was held in November and December with the participation of 100 students. 
The Africa School, in which 40 students participated, was organized in cooperation with Kocaeli 
University, Young IHH and INSAMER.

INSAMER CRISES WORKSHOPS

Human Rights and Advocacy Activities ¬ Symposiums, Meetings & Conferences
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AWARENESS
CAMPAIGNS

As a result of IHH’s efforts, the Organization of 
Islamic Cooperation designated the 15 day of Ra-
madan each year as the World Orphans Day. This 
day that was designated with the aim of bringing 
attention to the countries agendas regarding orp-
haned children and raising public awareness, was 
celebrated with various activities since 2013. In 
2017, various events and activities were organized 
in Turkey by our foundation; special appeals were 
made to national and international organizations to raise orphan awareness. A report prepared 
by our foundation titled “Orphan’s Rights and our Responsibilities in Islam” was shared with 
the public on World Orphans Day.

WORLD ORPHANS DAY

A remembrance program has been organized every year in Srebrenica after the massacre during 
the Bosnian War where at least 8.372 people lost their lives. As a part of this program, bones of 
unidentified people found in mass graves are buried in the graveyards for martyrs. In the prog-
ram organized in the 22nd year of the massacre in Srebrenica, the Motobosna team organized 
by IHH departed from Turkey on motorbikes.

MOTOBOSNA IN SREBRENICA

Towards the end of 2016, IHH launched a drug 
enforcement program in 6 countries in the Balkans 
in cooperation with Turkish Green Crescent. The 
program aimed at raising awareness against drug 
addiction were held through 2017 under the co-
ordination of Osman Atalay, member of our foun-
dation’s board of trustees in Bosnia, Montenegro, 
Serbia (Sanjak), Albania, Kosovo and Macedonia. 
The aim of the program is informing the youth and 
their families; preventing the youth from accessing drugs, helping those who are using or are 
addicted to drugs to receive treatment, ensuring the states and NGOs work in collaboration in 
this aspect; the media and artists supported this campaign.

DRUG ENFORCEMENT PROGRAM IN THE BALKANS

Human Rights and Advocacy Activities ¬ Awareness Campaigns
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INTERNATIONAL 
APPEALS, PROTESTS 
AND PRESS 
CONFERENCES

A field report was published by the IHH team 
explaining the crisis in Somalia where deaths are 
occurring because of drought. The report was rele-
ased to the public at a press conference. In the fatal 
drought, 250 people lost their lives in Somalia, and 
mass migrations began in countries such as Kenya 
and Ethiopia. Before the country had totally reco-
vered from the effects of the 2011 crisis, in 2017 
Somalia was faced with another crisis. Following 
the drought in East Africa in 2011, IHH opened almost 2 thousand water wells and delivered 
aid to people in the region. In view of the 2017 drought, our foundation opened 36 deep water 
wells in Somalia that benefit 200 thousand people on a daily basis. We also delivered emergency 
water aid to 320 thousand people.

Although this is systematically concealed, a major 
humanitarian tragedy is continuing in Palestine. 
The tactics of bloodshed, exile and captivity that 
began since the establishment of the Zionist re-
gime in 1948, has turned into genocide aimed at 
dissolving an entire population. With the second 
occupation wave that began in 1967, the Palestini-
an geography, including Jerusalem that came un-
der Israeli control, entered an era where not only 
the people and land was under threat, but also all of its sacred values.  A report prepared by 
our foundation titled the “Humanitarian Situation in Gaza” explaining the occupation and the 
humanitarian crisis, was shared to the public as an international appeal at a press conference 
organized in May 2017.

Following the attack at the Masjid al-Aqsa in June 
2017, Israel closed the mosque to worship. Detectors 
were installed at the entrance to the mosque that was 
closed for Friday prayers for the first time since 1967. 
Masjid al-Aqsa was virtually transformed into an 
open air prison. Thousands of people who gathered 
in Istanbul after Friday prayers on 21 June, protested 
against the events in Al-Quds. Israel, that has been the 
occupying power in Palestine since the British left in 
1948 declared Al Quds its capital in 1980, however, no state has recognized this decision until the 
present. Many states, including Turkey opposed this decision as they believed that this would lead 
to a major crisis in the region. With the participation of many NGOs, IHH protested against this 
decision on Friday December 8 in Istanbul and other cities. Al-Quds, one of the world’s most ancient 
cities, is the center of issues in the Middle-East today. Although the Jewish settlements in Al-Quds are 
classified illegal in international law, Israel continues its occupation of Palestinian territories.

27 NGOs, including IHH Humanitarian Relief Foundation and International Refugee Rights 
Association, organized a joint press conference on June 20, World Refugee Day. We appealed 
to all the states and international organizations to fulfill their duties and responsibilities for the 
protection of all the refugees in the world so they can live in a dignified environment.

“DON’T LET HUMANITY PERISH”

HUMANITARIAN SITUATION IN PALESTINE AND GAZA

OCCUPATION OF AL-QUDS AND MASJID AL-AQSA

WORLD REFUGEE DAY

Israel continues to enforce the blockade and embargo on Gaza; to kill young Palestinians in the 
streets and assault Masjid al-Aqsa. On the 7th anniversary of the Mavi Marmara attack, tens of 
thousands of people marched in Istanbul for the freedom of Al-Quds.

MARCH TO FREE AL-QUDS

Human Rights and Advocacy Activities ¬ International Appeals, Protests And Press Conferences
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PUBLICATIONS

Letter MotoBosna

DOCUMENTARIES-FILMS

Prophet’s Strategic Plan 
for Conquering Bayt 
al-Maqdis

A New Geopolitical 
Theory: The Blessings of 
Bayt al-Maqdis Theory

Morals in Conflict: The 
Bangsamoro Struggle 
Written by Its own Leader

Tunisia: 
Understanding the 
Revolution

Education in the 
Islamic World

BOOKS-MAGAZINES

Humanitarian Aid Magazine 
issues 68, 69, 70. IHH publications are available on our websites  www.ihh.org.tr  and  www.insamer.com

REPORTS
• Somalia: A 26 Year Search for Stability in the Shade of Weapons
• Somalian Crisis Report
• Arakan Report: The Historical Process, Internal Dynamics, International Actors
• Arakan Solution Proposal Report
• Humanitarian Crises in the Islamic World
• Crises in the West
• Turkey and the Water Crisis in the Middle-East
• The Rohingya Dilemma in Myanmar
• Hadba Prison Report
• The Future of Africa: A Population Analysis
• The Changing Balance of Power in the Black-Sea and Turkish-Russian Relations
• Security Triangle in Humanitarian Aid: Acceptance, Deterrence, Protection
• China’s New Trade Route Project
• Europe & Muslims
• Tel Afar: A Bloody Conflict from a Drop of Ink
• Palestine’s Water Issue
• Violation of Human Rights in Europe
• Russian’s Foreign Policies in the Putin Era
• Identity Issue/Confusion among Young Syrian Refugees
• Women in Saudi Arabia
• EU-Turkey Relations and the Syrian Crisis
• Ethnic and Religious Minorities in Israel
• South Sudan Crisis Report
• A City of Peace Destroyed in Iraq
• Russia and Muslims in the Region: Relationships from the Past to the Present
• DAESH Risk in the Balkans: A Sociopolitical Analysis on the Youth
• International Criminal Court in Global Justice
• Saudi Arabia-USA Relations
• Discrimination Policies in America & History of the Black Struggle
• Sultanate of Oman Report
• Union of the Comoros Report
• Violations in Syria & Aleppo Report: UMHK
• 25th Anniversary of the Hocalı Massacre
• Geopolitics of Water Negotiations succeeding the GERD Project in the Nile River Basin
• The Role of Social Networks in the Movement of Syrian Refugees to Neighboring Countries

Human Rights and Advocacy Activities ¬ Publications
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COLLABORATIVE 
WORKS, VISITS & 
AGREEMENTS
In 2017, 877 guests of a diplomatic, academic and international level visited our foundation from 
different countries. We organized meetings with our guests regarding various topics with the aim of 
increasing the capacity of our foundation and project fields; gave briefings regarding our activities, 
and also made decisions regarding our collaborative works.

Some of the organizations IHH worked with in 2017 in various fields:

• United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (UNOCHA)
• United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR)
• United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR)
• Turkish Ministry for Education
• Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC)
• Organization of Islamic Cooperation Humanitarian Funds (OICHF)
• International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC)
• The Humanitarian Forum (THF)
• Disaster & Emergency Management Presidency (AFAD)-Turkey
• Turkish Cooperation and Coordination Agency (TIKA)-Turkey
• WHH-German Welhungerhlife- Germany
• Human Appeal International-Australia
• Muslim Aid-Australia
• Al Eslah Society-Bahrain
• Tarbiyya Islamiya-Bahrain
• Islamic Society-Bahrain
• Pomozi-Bosnia
• Solidarnost Udruzenje Bihac- Bosnia
• Irshad & Islah-Algeria
• Viomis Aid Denmark – Denmark
• Aksi Cepat Tanggap (ACT) – Indonesia
• Yayasan Pos Keadilan Peduli Ummat (PKPU) – Indonesia
• Yayasan Rumah Zakat Indonesia – Indonesia
• Al Imdaad Foundation - South Africa
• Darul Islam Zakah Fund – South Africa
• Jamiatul Ulama (SA) - South Africa
• Jamiatul Ulama (KZN) - South Africa
• Two Lights Foundation - South Africa

• National Muslim Women’s Forum - South Africa
• Salaam Media - South Africa
• Doctors Without Borders (MSF) - Switzerland
• Ummah Welfare Trust - UK
• Wise Welfare - UK
• UK Islamic Mission - UK
• Olive Grove Foundation - UK
• Al Mustafa Welfare Trust - UK
• Abdullah Aid Foundation - UK
• Islamic Ansaar Foundation - UK
• Forgotten Women – UK
• Sheikh Eid Charitable Association (EID) - Qatar
• Qatar Charity - Qatar
• Munazzamat Dawa Islamiya - Qatar
• Sheikh Thani Bin Abdullah Foundation for Humanitarian Services (RAF) - Qatar
• Reach Out To Asia (ROTA) - Qatar
• Afif Charity - Qatar
• Qatar Red Crescent - Qatar
• Kuwait Red Crescent - Kuwait
• International Islamic Charity Organization (IICO) - Kuwait
• Social Reform Society - Kuwait
• Al-Najat Charity Society - Kuwait
• Sheikh Abdullah Al Nouri Charity Society - Kuwait
• Zakat House - Kuwait
• Qawafil for Relief & Development - Kuwait
• Selam Foundation - Kuwait
• Humanitarian Relief Society - Kuwait
• International Aid Campaign - Maldives
• EHEE Jamiya - Maldives
• Mercy Malaysia - Malaysia
• Comunidade Muçulmana “Acção Humanitária” - Mozambique
• Norwegian Church Aid - Norway
• Relief Foundation International - Pakistan
• Kawish Welfare Trust - Pakistan
• Khubaib Foundation - Pakistan
• Badan Agama & Pelajaran Radin Mas (BAPA) – Singapore
• King Salman Foundation - Saudi Arabia
• Islamic Development Bank - Saudi Arabia
• Turkish Red Crescent - Turkey
• Turkish Airlines (THY) - Turkey
• Confederation of Civil Servants Union (MEMUR-SEN) - Turkey
• Association of Researchers on the Middle-East and Africa (ORDAF) - Turkey
• Bayt al-Maqdis Works Foundation - Turkey
• International Association for the Rights of Refugees (UMHD) - Turkey
• Association of International Doctors (AID) - Turkey
• Orphan Foundation – Turkey

Names given above are listed according to alphabetic order of the international organization, state institution and name 
of the country based on establishment.

Efforts to Increase Capacity ¬ Collaborative Works, Visits & Agreements
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CORPORATE 
DEVELOPMENT WORKS

IHH IN THE MEDIA & 
AWARDS

The Sphere Project that is acknowledged by international aid organizations is a voluntary initi-
ative to improve the quality of humanitarian aid services worldwide, and accountability of the 
humanitarian actors to their donors and affected populations, and make the minimum standar-
ds in humanitarian aid more viable. As a part of our corporate development works, in 2017 our 
foundation’s board members and project managers attended the two week Sphere training camp.

MINIMUM STANDARDS IN HUMANITARIAN AID (SPHERE) TRAINING

As in previous years, in 2017 our staff was trained in various aspects. Two of these were training in 
“Our Personal-Corporate Security and Responsibilities” and “Conformity Inspection Directive & 
Application.” This training, provided by our legal department, was aimed at personal and corpora-
te security and conducting our activities in accordance with national and international legislations.

CONFORMITY INSPECTION & SECURITY TRAINING

Our foundation inspects the compliance of the international and national legislations in its 
activities; in the collection of donations, use of donations and donor management. These ins-
pections are carried out by a supervisory board assigned by the board of trustees, a Complian-
ce-Control Unit assigned by the Board of Directors, and by independent auditors and experts.

The compliance, control and inspection unit assigned by the IHH Board of Directors in 
2016, aims to ensure our foundations activities are conducted in compliance with the legislati-
ons and a strategic plan; that the funds are used in an effective, economic and productive way, 
and the reliability, integrity and prompt accessibility of information. In 2017, 1.292 projects 
materialized by our foundation and 2.445 administrative and project assignments were control-
led and inspected by this unit.

PROJECT COMPLIANCE, CONTROL & INSPECTION

• In 2017, 341 news items and contents were published on our foundation’s website ihh.org.tr. 
The content of these publications reached an audience of 977.199.

• In 2017, our research center INSAMER’s website insamer.com published 114 analysis articles, 
and a total of 35 reports and books, 12 of which were printed works and 23 online works. 44 
video conferences and 31 television programs were also prepared by the center. Throughout 
the year, 6.137 posts were shared from our Turkish, Arabic and English social media ac-
counts. These posts reached 210 million views. We have a total of 2 million followers on our 
Twitter, Facebook, Instagram and Youtube accounts in three languages.

• In 2017, our foundations activities appeared in 17.779 newspaper articles; 1.374 items were 
broadcasted on television news and 104.991 items in online news articles.

• 304.684 photos were produced in 2017 by photographers assigned by our foundation to il-
lustrate our activities.

• IHH, which has received many awards, both in Turkey and abroad since the day it was estab-
lished, and was granted the Turkish Parliament Outstanding Service Award, came first in the 
AK Party Civil Society Awareness Award competition in 2017 for the Somalia Agricultural 
School Project we materialized in previous years. The award for the project that came first in 
the humanitarian aid category was presented by Prime Minister Binali Yıldırım.

Efforts to Increase Capacity



Spreading kindness, anytime and anywhere. 

We thank our donors for the support they have
given us with our works in 5 continents and more than one hundred

continents, regardless of race, language or sect.

Since 1992




